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Joshua, Judges, and Ruth Sermon Series 
Supports Session 8: Rebellion’s Cycle 

Sermon Title: Failing to Take the Next Step 
Passage: Judges 2:11-19 

 

 

Connection to Passage 
 

After Joshua led the Hebrews in a successful campaign to occupy the promised land, God’s 

people were poised to deepen their faith as a community in their new home. Rather than 

progressing, however, their relationship with the Lord fell into a pattern of regression. Christians 

desiring to mature in their faith understand and follow key affirmations regarding one’s 

relationship with the Lord.   

 

Introduction 
 

When returning to school after summer break, students entering a new grade spend a few days 

reaffirming the lessons taught in the previous academic year. When a sports team begins practice 

for a new season, they begin with a return to the fundamental skills they should already know. 

Reviewing these “former things” better enables us to move ahead. This was an attitude sorely 

lacking in the days of the judges. The Hebrews needed regular reminders of several core truths.   

 

Outline 
 

I. Appreciating One’s Faith Heritage Is Vital (Judg. 2:10) 

a. A generation of Hebrews emerged that did not know of God’s great work for their 

people. It is said that Christianity is only one generation away from extinction.  

b. Parents who appreciate and seek to pass along the heritage of their faith carry the 

greatest impact for the future. Steve Parr and Tom Crites, authors of Why They 

Stay, found that among millennials who chose to stay in church, parental 

discipleship has the greatest effect.  

 

II. Desiring the World’s Approval Is Dangerous (Judg. 2:11-12a) 

a. The phrase “did what was evil in the LORD’s sight” occurs nearly 60 times in the 

Old Testament, and eight of those occurrences are found in the Book of Judges. 

Evil is the intentional violation of God’s revealed commands. It is deliberately 

breaking a law one promised not to violate. In this case, they joined the society 

around them in worshipping Baal idols.  

b. The term “Baal” occurs 71 times in the Old Testament. It was used to refer to 

many gods but most often identified the god of weather. The female companion 

was Astarte (plural: Ashtoreths). This idol was most often associated with 

fertility. In time, the Hebrews became so accustomed to the pagan rituals of their 

neighbors that those practices became acceptable. They confused tolerance with 

approval.   
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c. God’s people have a dual obligation to love the world but to maintain a separate 

walk that reflects God’s character. In a pluralistic society, Christians are called to 

stand out. When the local pagan religions threatened to corrupt the Christians in 

Corinth, Paul called on the Corinthian believers to live separated lives (see 2 Cor. 

6:16-17).  

d. We see the danger of failing to live a separated life in the example of Demas. 

Demas began as a devoted partner in ministry with Paul, but sadly he left the 

ministry because he loved this present world (see 2 Tim. 4:10).  

 

III. Turning from the Lord Is Disastrous (Judg. 2:12b-15) 

a. Have you ever received a speeding ticket? Were you really speeding? If the 

answer to the first question is “yes,” then the answer to the second question is 

usually “yes” also. While we might deserve the consequences we receive, we 

sometimes mistakenly get upset at the officer giving us the citation.  

b. God allowed the Hebrews to experience the consequences of their sinful choices. 

He let them have their way, and Israel’s enemies eventually became their masters.   

c. The writer of Hebrews reminds us that the Lord disciplines the one He loves and 

punishes every son He receives (see Heb. 12:6). There are times when the most 

loving, helpful thing you can do is let someone fall and feel the consequences of 

unwise decisions. 

 

IV. The Grace of God is Amazing (Judg. 2:16,18) 

a. The word for “groaned” in verse 18 is used to describe the inarticulate moaning 

made by a man whose arms are broken. The pain of God’s people was loud and 

intense. When His people were in distress, God’s response was to raise up a judge 

who saved them out of the hands of their enemies. 

b. The Hebrews certainly did not deserve this divine intervention. Still, the Lord 

responded in grace with unmerited kindness to His people. Even amid our self-

imposed suffering, God is good, offering us His help.   

 

Conclusion 
 

Like the ancient Hebrews, we occasionally need to be reminded of God’s foundational lessons. 

Unfortunately, the stories in Judges tell of a people slow to remember God’s lessons, destined 

instead to repeat their mistakes time and time again. Christians who regularly review the wise 

lessons of the past are better equipped to move into the future. The prophet Isaiah declared, 

“Remember what happened long ago, for I am God, and there is no other; I am God, and no one 

is like Me” (Isa. 46:9, HCSB). 
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